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EDITORIAL

T
he gathering in Hamburg of the G20, a group of

twenty developed and developing countries, last

week was not unlike a large family event: some

catching up, some patching up, and that unpredictable,

rich uncle who needs to be managed and kept in good

humour. The success of summits such as this should be

judged with regard to the emerging global context: with

the world’s most powerful country, the United States

led by a President who wants to redeine the world or-

der in narrow transactional terms; with economies

changing due to digitisation and automation; with the

strength of a country’s electoral process increasingly

tied to its cybersecurity; with migration on an unpre-

cedented scale; and with terrorism decentralised and

dispersed. The G20 meetings in Germany relected all

this, either through the dynamics between leaders or in

the wording of oicial statements that emerged from

them. The summit also provided a much-needed op-

portunity for bilateral meetings, some of which went

well beyond the ordinary renewal of commitments

among countries. The meeting between U.S. President

Donald Trump and his Russian counterpart Vladimir

Putin was their irst after the election hacking scandal

and Mr. Trump’s inauguration, while the interaction

between Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Chinese

President Xi Jinping came amid the face-of between

the Indian and Chinese armies in Doklam. 

Most remarkable was the fact that the G20 managed

to pull together a joint communique at all, given Mr.

Trump’s recalcitrance on trade and the environment

and the tension between interlocutors. It is reported

that French President Emmanuel Macron was pivotal in

bringing about unanimity by getting the U.S. on board.

Yet the inal statement did not hide the fact that U.S.

policy currently runs against the global consensus, not-

ing America’s withdrawal from the Paris climate agree-

ment but declaring that the other 19 countries recog-

nise the pact is “irreversible”. Even so, a sentence about

the U.S. saying it would help countries access and use

fossil fuels more cleanly and eiciently struck an odd

note. In terms of trade, members committed to ight

protectionism while recognising “legitimate trade de-

fence instruments”. While the G20 dynamics may have

been strained, world leaders have clearly moved up the

learning curve on how to handle Mr. Trump since his

irst international tour of West Asia and Europe in May,

which saw rifts over the U.S.’s commitment to NATO, cli-

mate change and trade. The scale and violent nature of

the protests in Hamburg too was notable, with tens of

thousands showing up, and several hundred police of-

icers injured. These were yet another reminder that all

is not well with the world, and that the undercurrents of

discontent developing countries have long been famil-

iar with have now lowed west. The G20 and other inter-

national groupings must work to mitigate their underly-

ing causes through dialogue and responsive measures.

The Hamburg tussle
The G20 meet highlighted the capacity of

world leaders to work around Donald Trump

S
ri Lanka’s legislative amendment to prohibit bot-

tom trawling, a destructive ishing practice, is a

welcome move despite its likely near-term con-

sequence of deepening the isheries conlict in the Palk

Bay region. Bottom trawling in the island nation’s territ-

orial waters will now attract a possible two-year prison

term and a ine of 50,000 Sri Lankan rupees. The prac-

tice, which involves trawlers dragging weighted nets

along the sea loor, is known to cause great depletion of

ishery resources, and curbing it is in the interest of sus-

tainable ishing. The initial reaction from Tamil Nadu

has been one of concern and consternation. Political

parties claim the amendment is draconian, and that it is

targeted at the State’s ishermen who regularly use hun-

dreds of trawlers in Sri Lankan territorial waters. This

criticism is way of the mark. In recent years, some ish-

ermen in northern Sri Lanka have also adopted bottom

trawling. If this practice continues to gain ground even

among local ishermen, the long-term consequences on

ishing resources in the contested Palk Bay region will

be irremediable. The amendment is aimed at curbing

local trawlers as well as deterring trawlers from Tamil

Nadu. An appropriate response from Tamil Nadu would

be to expedite the conversion of its trawlers to deep sea

ishing vessels, and not merely condemn Sri Lanka.

Fishermen from both countries have been in talks for

a long time to resolve the conlict. Sri Lankan ishermen

want an immediate end to incursions by Indian trawl-

ers, and those from Tamil Nadu insist on a three-year

phase-out period. The proposal to ban bottom trawling

is two years old, but the amendment has come at a time

when a Joint Working Group set up by both countries

last year is in place. Tamil Nadu ishermen are arrested

from time to time by the Sri Lankan Navy, and their ves-

sels seized. If more are arrested and slapped with two-

year jail terms after a summary trial, as the law now en-

visages, it may create new lashpoints. Ultimately, the

solution lies in the transition from trawling to deep sea

ishing, for which a beginning has been made. The

Central and State governments plan to provide 500

deep sea ishing boats with long lines and gill nets this

year, as part of a plan to replace 2,000 trawlers in three

years. However, the question is whether Sri Lanka can

be expected to wait for this plan to be fully implemen-

ted before enforcing its bottom trawling ban. Even

while bracing for an escalation as a result of protests

from Tamil Nadu, both countries should ensure that the

situation does not disrupt regular meetings of the JWG.

Besides the isheries conlict, they need to discuss mar-

ine conservation, thus giving equal importance to pro-

tecting livelihoods and sustainable ishing.

Targeting trawling
Tamil Nadu must hasten the transition 

from trawling to deep sea ishing

A
nniversaries often become
moments of rhetoric and hy-
pocrisy rather than a space

for recollection, a crossroads about
future strategies and debates. One
needs to rethink them. The more
literally charismatic the person,
the greater the attempt to embalm
him in mothballs. The Gandhian
idea sufers most from it as the re-
gime plays oicially Gandhian,
even moving into the Khadi and Vil-
lage Industries Commission calen-
dar. Last month, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi attended the cen-
tenary year celebrations of the
Sabarmati Ashram in Ahmedabad.
Between the oicial rhetoric of
Gandhi and the disturbing silence
of the civil society lies a huge void
that one needs to talk about, dis-
cuss openly, if Gandhi needs to
come alive as he did in Desmond
Tutu’s Truth and Reconciliation
Commission in South Africa.

The ashram and Gandhi
The relevance of Gandhi is not in
doubt. What is in question is the
way we articulate that relevance.
The ashram as an idea, as a way of
life, becomes central to this exer-
cise. The ashram was not just the
home of prayer, it was the crystal
seed of ethical inventions from
weaving to a dream to liberate scav-
enging. Gandhi’s experiments on
the body had implications for the
body politic which ranged from
work, walking, consumption to
compassion, where the ethical and
the political wove together to cre-
ate a theory of resistance as inven-
tion and of democracy as caring. At
a recent meeting, the physicist and
eco-centric technologist Ashok
Khosla put it matter-of-factly. He
said Gandhi was no Luddite, but a
framework for the future. It is the
regime, babbling about climate
change and corporate social re-
sponsibility, that needs to catch up,

linking lifestyle and livelihood.
Gandhi was a huge catalogue of in-
ventions where prayer, walking,
weaving, writing, bhajans all had to
be reworked so that the neighbour-
hood and the cosmos, swadeshi and
swaraj, were in consonance. Cent-
ral to it all was the ashram as a
mode of thought and as a way of
life. The futuristic implications of
the ashram have not been grasped.
Ask yourself, what is the ashram as
an act of trusteeship?

The ashram was not a place to
pickle Gandhi into potted jars of
consumability. It was a centre for
ethical invention, where spiritual-
ity met everyday life to enhance
democratic creativity. Think of a
few possibilities where civil society
rewrites Hind Swaraj to answer the
challenge of climate change. A
Gandhian trustee would under-
stand that responsibility needs
polysemy, that sustainability is a
provincial idea till it combines with
plurality, justice and peace. For
this, one has to go beyond odd
ideas of Make in India and the vis-
ion of a national security state.

The new-age think tank
At a policy level, what is challen-
ging the ashram, vying for cognitive
space, is the think tank. There is
something brutal about the idea, of
knowledge in a Darwinian world,
where fang and claw marginalise vi-
olence. A think tank technocratises
knowledge into a domain of
strategy and expertise. An ashram
opens up a question to issues of
ethics and cosmology. There is a
Promethean hubris about the think
tank, a conviction that knowledge

is subject to problem-solving. An
ashram understands the modesty
and the limits of knowledge. A
think tank invites you to a mach-
ismo of power, speaking strategy to
power. With a decline of the univer-
sities and the debates on know-
ledge, the think tank has acquired a
touch of machismo, hypothecating
ethics to the margins. To policy,
ashram ofers prayer, an under-
standing of the limits and complex-
ity of knowledge. When one
watches think tanks from Observer
Research Foundation, Carnegie,
Vivekananda, one senses an obses-
sion with security has dispensed
with satyagraha. Non-violence is
for the laymen and the illiterate.
Bad ethics hide behind patriotism
and expertise. Each promotes a
myth — the irst of the nation state,
the second of the value neutrality
of knowledge. One cannot think of
a single think tank which has a
clear-cut idea for peace. By special-
ising in information and expertise,
the think tank has lost out on the
ethics of epistemology of know-
ledge. Even war is seen as an act of
plumbing, of balancing interests.

When one looks at a think tank
and compares it to the great social
movements of our time, one sees
the diference between the new
imaginaries of peace, democracy
and the conventional ideas of
policy. I remember the social sci-
entist Rajni Kothari laughing at the
idea of think tanks. He said that
ours is the hospitality of demo-
cratic theory; a think tank sugar-
coats knowledge in secrecy. A think
tank commoditises knowledge. He
told me if the Centre for the Study

of Developing Societies was a think
tank, it would not have challenged
the Emergency. Only the combined
wisdom of the chowkidar, the
gardener, the senior fellows, the
visitors allowed for the courage of
that solidarity. For Kothari, a think
tank is too seduced by power to be
truly ethically autonomous. Sadly,
as political scientists like him disap-
peared, the lack of a democratic
imagination got solidiied into the
current fetishism about think
tanks. The Gandhian ashram has to
challenge the alleged eicacy of
think tanks.

Revitalising the ashram
The Gandhian ashram, without
playing partisan politics, can be the
centre of the dissenting imagina-
tion. It can emphasise that dissent
as an act of caring and conscience is
always plural. The marginal, the
minority, the displaced, the de-
feated, the informal, the alternative
imagination, the subaltern in every
sense represent a festival of know-
ledges rarely represented in consti-
tutional law or a democratic forum.
The ashram becomes trustee of the
silences, the margins realising that
the margin in India is huge, a con-
tinent of sufering and survival in its
own right. It realises that trustee-
ship — unlike a bound membership
— is not a comfortable chair to spec-
ulate on retirement. It is a per-
petual summons to conscience and
whistle-blowing. Third, it links
ideas to lifestyle and livelihood so
that one lives for ideas, not of
them. Fourth, trusteeship cannot
put that memory in mothballs but
realise that memory, like language,
is a perpetual source of invention.
To soak Gandhi in the formalde-
hyde of nostalgia will not do. A
Gandhi lives so long as he is rein-
vented by every citizen. If trustees
even become a think tank, then the
Gandhian idea becomes a form of
secondariness ready to be museu-
mised. Trusteeship in that sense is
the ethics of memory, prayer, in-
vention and goes beyond any oi-
cial committee. Every citizen be-
comes a trustee and the ashram a
commons for the new experiments
in ethics from Irom Sharmila, the
woman of Kashmir to the battle of

the Narmada dam to the new con-
troversus in agriculture, where ex-
perts look on agriculture as a ‘twi-
light industry’.

In fact, for me and many others
of my generation, one of the
greatest ashrams was a science
laboratory, the photosynthesis re-
search centre (Shri A.M.M. Mur-
ugappa Chettiar Research Centre)
in Chennai under the late C.V. Se-
shadri dreaming dreams of altern-
ative energy, of a poor man’s sci-
ence which was not
poverty-stricken in terms of ideas.
The slum around the laboratory be-
came a compost heap for ideas of
ishing, wind tunnels, ventilation,
waste, algae. It was probably the
only science lab where the worker,
the cleaner and scientist shared a
patent, where work, not only sci-
ence, had a dignity. Seshadri
dreamt of an India where Gandhian
truths collaborated with scientiic
truths, where knowledge and life-
style followed collaborative
strategies.

Seshadri and Kothari were intel-
lectuals who saw the public more
as a commons for ideas, not a space
to be hypothecated to experts. He
created an ascetic science, not dis-
mal in its morality, but playful in its
possibilities. One wishes ashrams
today would reinvent that
conidence.

Rethinking the ashram as a part
of the future is one of the great
Gandhian challenges, as civil soci-
ety ights to link swadeshi and swa-
raj which the current regime —
playing to a second-rate national-
ism — has disrupted. Reinventing
an ethics for the 21st century is a
task for the ashram, where spiritu-
ality does not lose its sense of the
sacred, or ethics its quest for a new
sense of science. It is a search for
new paradigms and exemplars and
Sabarmati Ashram is a true herit-
age site because it both made his-
tory and is futuristic. On its 100th
anniversary it is time to retune it, so
the great rituals of freedom, faith
and inventiveness can begin again.

Shiv Visvanathan is Professor, Jindal
Global Law School and Director, Centre of
Study of Knowledge System, O.P. Jindal
Global University

The think tank and the ashram
With think tanks technocratising knowledge, it is time to rethink the ashram as a centre for ethical invention

shiv visvanathan
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arliamentary privileges ori-
ginated during the long
struggle for democracy and

citizen’s rights in Britain, between
a monarch and Parliament as kings
used to get members who spoke or
were likely to speak against the
king arrested. Today, our legislat-
ors get citizens and journalists
arrested.

In our parliamentary demo-
cracy, where Parliament enjoys al-
most supreme powers, legislators
face no threat from government. In
fact privileges have become a tool
in the hands of the ruling party.
The case of the Karnataka As-
sembly imposing ines and impris-
onment on two journalists for writ-
ing something against the Speaker
when he was a legislator and
against another legislator has once
again revived the debate about the
need for codifying privileges and
giving primacy to a citizen’s right to
free speech over legislative
privileges.

Why shouldn’t our legislators’
freedom of speech like the free-
dom of speech of citizens be sub-
ject to the sovereignty and integ-
rity of the nation, public order,
friendly relations with foreign
states, incitement of an ofence or
defamation as mentioned in Art-
icle 19(2)? The ‘sovereign people of
India’ have a restricted right to free
speech but ‘their servants or rep-
resentatives’ have an absolute free-
dom of speech in the Houses. Even
if one may reluctantly concede
such a privilege to them in the in-
terest of the smooth conduct of the
House, why should there be the
power to send people to jail for the
breach of privileges? The Supreme
Court’s decision in M.S.M. Sharma
(1958), giving primacy to the priv-
ileges over free speech, was made
in the irst decade of the Republic
during which the court had a lot of
respect for legislators — most of
them were freedom ighters. How-
ever, by 1967, the Supreme Court
was convinced that Parliament
should not have absolute powers.

Too wide a power
Our legislators have the power to
be the sole judges to decide what
their privileges are, what consti-
tutes their breach, and what pun-
ishment is to be awarded in case of

breach. Is this not too wide a power
which clearly impinges on consti-
tutionalism, i.e. the idea of limited
powers? The fault lies with the
framers of the Constitution, who,
while drafting the lengthiest con-
stitution of the world, have left the
vital area of legislative privileges
undeined.

Articles 105 and 194 clearly lay
down that the “power, privileges
and immunities of the legislature
shall be as may from time to time
be deined by the legislature, and
until so deined, shall be those of
the House of Commons”. The ex-
pression “until so deined” does
not mean an absolute power not to
deine privileges at all. Legislators
have been arguing that codiication
of privileges will harm the sover-

eignty of Parliament. Is Indian Par-
liament really sovereign? We want
a uniform civil code but our parlia-
mentarians do not want a codiica-
tion of their privileges which will
not require more than a couple of
articles.

Moreover, the drafters of the
Constitution also committed the
mistake of putting Indian Parlia-
ment on a par with the British
House of Commons. De Lolme’s
statement about the supremacy of
British Parliament, that “Parlia-
ment can do everything but make a
man a woman and a woman a
man”, is not applicable to India.
British Parliament was also the
highest court till 2009. Thus, In-
dian legislatures and British Parlia-
ment difer not merely as regards
their general political status but
also in the matter of legal powers.
Unlike England, in India the Con-
stitution is supreme, not Parlia-
ment. Today by sovereignty, we
mean “popular sovereignty” and
not “parliamentary sovereignty”.
The opening words of the Constitu-
tion are “we the people” and not
“we the legislators of India.”

A comparison
The codiication of privileges is ba-
sically resisted because it would
make the privileges subject to fun-

damental rights and hence to judi-
cial scrutiny and evolution of new
privileges would not be possible. In
fact, the British House has itself
broken from the past. Acts and ut-
terances defamatory of Parliament
or its members are no more treated
as privilege questions. The U.S.
House of Representative has been
working smoothly without any
penal powers for well over two cen-
turies. Australia too codiied priv-
ileges in 1987.

It is strange that our legislators,
to cover up corruption not only
took cover behind privileges but
also pleaded in courts that they
were not even ‘public servants’.
Our legislators also have protec-
tion from arrest in civil cases 40
days before the session, during the
session and 40 days after the ses-
sion. The exemption from arrest is
also available for meetings. If we
count the days of three Parliament-
ary sessions and meetings then our
MPs have protection from arrest
for more than 365 days in a year.

There is an urgent need to have a
fresh look at the vexed question of
freedom of press vis-à-vis legislat-
ive privileges.

Faizan Mustafa is Vice-Chancellor,
NALSAR University of Law, Hyderabad.
The views expressed are personal

Bring the House up to date
The balance between fundamental rights and parliamentary privilege must be re-examined

faizan mustafa
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Liberation of Mosul
It is too early to celebrate
the victory in Mosul
(‘World’ page – “Iraq Prime
Minister declares victory in
‘liberated’ Mosul”, July 10).
Iraq and Afghanistan are
totally diferent terrains. In
Afghanistan, NATO
celebrated the fall of the
Taliban, but today, large
parts of Afghanistan are still
under its control. Iraqi
Prime Minister Haider
al-Abadi should now ensure
that the Islamic State does
not regroup. He should win
the conidence of the
people of Mosul and rebuild
the city immediately —
medical aid, food and other
humanitarian help should
reach them forthwith. Most
importantly, the Iraqis
should acknowledge the
true aspirations of the
Kurdish people. We should
not forget their sacriice in
liberating one of Iraq’s
largest cities.
T. Anand Raj,

Chennai

■ The liberation of Mosul is
one of the most exciting
pieces of news this year. It is
a serious blow to the
dreaded organisation which
nursed its pet dream of
forming “a caliphate”. The
focus now should be on
relief and rehabilitation
especially as women and
children have been afected
the most, having been
subject to extreme violence,
cruelty and deep fear. Trust
needs to be rebuilt between
the afected and scarred
communities which will be
a crucial step in helping
prevent the recurrence of
such terrible developments. 
C.A.C. Murugappan,

Kothamangalam, Tamil Nadu

In lux
The stability of a
government plays a key role
in the development of a
country or a State and it is
distressing that the north-
eastern States are always in
a state of political lux
(“Political storm jolts

Nagaland Ministry”, July
10). Nagaland is already an
underdeveloped State and
can certainly do without a
round of political turmoil. I
wonder what motivates
elected legislators to switch
sides at the drop of a hat.
Leaders should keep aside
their personal beneits for
development of their State.
When will they realise this?
Mamidi Veeraswamy,

Penpahad, Telangana

People-friendly steps
It is heartening to read
about the Chakkarakkal
police station in Kerala’s
Kannur district having
initiated people-friendly
measures (“This police
station makes you face the
music”, July 10). While the
initiative to reach out to the
common man is
commendable, it is equally
important to ensure that
public grievances are
redressed expeditiously.
Sadly, there has been an
exponential growth in

crime rates and many cases
remain either unaddressed
or unresolved, thanks to
manpower constraints and
other logistical problems. If
only the police reforms are
implemented in toto, many
of the ills ailing the
uniformed service would
become a thing of the past.
Anyway, this novel initiative
is worthy of emulation
across the country. 
P.K. Varadarajan,

Chennai

Kasparov’s comeback
Garry Kasparov’s comeback
bid at 54 must have been
inspired by Indian legend
Viswanathan Anand (he had
always seen him as an
unequal rival) who still is a
force to reckon with, within
the top 10 world rankings in
chess. Prize money in
modern chess might be the
other reason. But if one
looks at the history of sport,
comebacks have by and
large been failures,
examples being cricketers

Tony Lock, Jayasuriya, Tom
Graveney. Only time will tell
how successful he will be in
the circuit at the top level.
The prize for longevity
associated with chess goes
to Petrosian, the Soviet
legend, and next to Anand.
In fact, many expected
Anand to call it quits when
he lost the World FIDE title
for the second time. 
A.V. Narayanan,

Tiruchi

The white and blue sari 
It is a matter of great pride
that Mother Teresa’s iconic
blue-bordered white cotton
sari is now “an Intellectual

Property of the Missionaries
of Charity” (‘Life’ page, July
10). It is one of those images
etched in one’s mind. It is
said that on August 8, 1948,
accompanied by Maggie, a
junior teacher at St. Mary’s,
Mother Teresa bought a pair
of white saris with three
blue stripes for herself for
₹2.50. She chose the blue as
it symbolised purity. It is
also said that it was similar
to what female sweepers
wore during that time in
Calcutta.
R. Sivakumar

Chennai
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A sentence in “The last original Kolhapuris” (Magazine article,
July 9, 2017) read: “Between two stone beams, these bags would be
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(hirda) and pieces of babul wood.” It should have been myrobalan
nuts (hirda) and babul bark. 
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DATA POINT

The External Affairs Minister, Mr. M.C. Chagla, told the Lok
Sabha to-day [ July 10, New Delhi] he believed that the Soviet
Union had been satisfied with the legitimacy of India’s position
on its border dispute with China. Mr. Chagla made this state-
ment in reply to Mr. Hem Barua after disclosing to the House
that the Soviet maps which had previously shown India’s bor-
ders with China according to Peking’s claims no longer printed
the Chinese version of the Sino-Indian border. “We must be
thankful to the Soviet Union for not recognising Chinese
claims to our border”, Mr. Chagla said. 

FIFTY YEARS AGO JULY 11, 1967

Maps ignore Chinese claims to Indian areas
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FROM ARCHIVES

The opening of a free High School at Ramachandrapuram, 15
miles from Pudukottah, took place to-day [ July 9] at 9 A.M. in
the presence of a large gathering. Mr. S.T. Nagappa Chettiar of
Ramachandrapuram, having made up his mind to set apart
about Rs. 1,25,000 for this purpose approached the Durbar
with a request that it may kindly permit him to have a High
School of his own in his village. Necessary permission having
been accorded, he began the construction of a building at a
cost of about Rs. 40,000 and has now temporarily lodged the
school in a building specially put up for the purpose. Mr. Burn,
the Dewan, Messrs. Padmanabha Sastrial, Swaminatha Aiyar,
P. Krishnamurthi Aiyar and several others were present at the
opening ceremony.

A HUNDRED YEARS AGO JULY 11, 1917

A free high school.

What makes paper money
so valuable? After all, in
contrast to commodity
money like gold and silver
which have been in use for
centuries, these printed
pieces of paper have very
little intrinsic value. Yet
they get exchanged for
valuable goods every day.
In fact, the sale of almost
any good today involves
money being accepted by
the seller. The usual an-
swer provided by econom-
ists to explain this para-
dox has to do with the
coercive power of govern-
ment. Since the govern-
ment mandates that cit-
izens must accept paper
money issued by it in any
transaction, they argue,
paper money attains
value.

This argument was fam-
ously proposed by Ger-
man economist Georg
Friedrich Knapp in his
1905 book The State The-
ory of Money. Paper
money, according to this

logic, must lose almost all
its value if the government
in power breaks down and
ceases to exist. But does
such a thing happen in the
real world? “Positively Val-
ued Fiat Money after the
Sovereign Disappears”, a
2017 paper by William J.
Luther and Lawrence H.
White, looks at the ex-
ample of Somalia’s cur-
rency to find an answer.
The authors discover that
Somalia’s currency, the
shilling, continued to be
exchanged for goods in
the market, even as the
Somalian government
broke down and the coun-
try became stateless in
1991.

Based on this experi-

ence, Luther and White
argue that the govern-
ment’s coercive power is
required only to create a
paper currency standard,
not to sustain it. They say
people generally do not
accept paper as currency,
as it has very little intrinsic
value. But once a paper
currency is established as
a money by the govern-
ment, it can continue to
perform its functions
smoothly, even in the ab-
sence of the government
that created it. This, they
say, is because people
have already accepted it as
money.

It is noteworthy that
other economists doubt
whether people will ac-
cept paper currency as
money, even if it is the
government that forces
them to use it. They argue
that, historically, paper
currencies became ac-
ceptable only because
they were initially backed
by commodities like gold
and silver.

Why is your money worth so much?
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ABSTRACT

A paper argues that state power is needed only to
create a paper currency standard, not to sustain it

Prashanth Perumal

Despite the decline in total fertility rates
(TFR) countrywide, 12 States continue to
have TFR above 2.1 children per woman,
known as replacement-level fertility.
However, when the TFR declines, the
drop does not stop at 2.1, as seen in Kerala
(1.6), Tamil Nadu (1.7) and Karnataka (1.8).

This leads to faster changes in the population structure char-
acterised by a reduction in the proportion of young people
and an increase in the proportion of the elderly. 

When all the States in India are clustered in terms of fertility
levels, one sees a predominantly youthful north and a matur-
ing south and west. This demographic divergence between
States and regions is important from the policy perspective
and forward-looking development planning.

Most of the current and future demographic potential is
locked in the northern States, and largely located in Bihar,
Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, and Uttar Pradesh. As
per population projections, these ive States will account for
more than 55% of population growth in India till 2030. Those
who are under 15 years of age today will become India’s work-
ing population in the coming decades, and almost every
second person in this age group resides in these ive States.

Migration-friendly planning
The proportion of the elderly started increasing in the south-
ern States several years ago. Now, the phenomenon has exten-
ded to the western, extreme northern and eastern States. In
the coming decades, they will require a young workforce to
keep institutions functioning eiciently, and also to take care
of the elderly. This need is likely to be met by people from the
youthful north, with many moving to the ageing States.
Already, the migration trend is evident, with established lows
of young people from these States to other parts. The diver-
gent demographic transition in the high-low TFR States will
add further impetus to this movement in the coming decades.

The socio-economic implications of young people heading
south, leaving the children and elderly behind, need to be ana-
lysed. The challenges of moving into new communities that
speak diferent languages and have diferent cultures need to
be understood and addressed. Along with the migrants, the is-
sues of the locals must also be appreciated.

There is a need to gain deeper understanding of migration
lows, so that estimations and projections can be made regard-
ing changing need for housing and infrastructure, health care
and utilities, education and skills. States need to work together
to provide portability of identity proof and entitlements, as
well as build support systems for families left behind. 

India urgently needs to take cognisance of the divergent
demographic transition trends. Timely strategic action can de-
velop human capacities to cater to future needs and build
rights-based policies that work for migrants as well as locals.
All adding up to help optimise development, employment and
collaboration across States in the country.

Diego Palacios is UNFPA Country Representative (India) and Country
Director (Bhutan)

The great Indian
migration
The socio-economic aspects of north-
south migration need to be analysed
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July 11 has been designated by the
United Nations as World Population
Day. The UN chooses one aspect of
population to draw attention to each
year; this year the theme is access to
family planning. 

As someone who teaches a
semester-long course on ‘population
dynamics’ (the changing interplay of
population size, growth and distribu-
tion), I want to underline three re-
lated but distinct reasons why we
should, or should not, as seekers of a
healthy, wealthy and wise world for
all its inhabitants, keep population
dynamics in mind. 

Let’s set aside for the moment the
UN’s projection of India’s population
size overtaking China’s by 2024. 

First, any development planning
with a time horizon of more than a
few years has to factor in the chan-
ging size of the base population and,
therefore, the changing size of the
resources needed to meet the re-
quirements even if the per capita re-
quirements remain unchanged. A
simple and glaring example of this
obvious calculation not having been
made can be found in the insane
competition for college admissions
in our towns and cities, as the rise in
the number of seats has not kept
even modest pace with the rise in
the number of those finishing sec-
ondary school and wanting to go on
to college.

Demographic dividend
Virtually every development sector
that requires investments will need a
larger amount of such investment in
different areas — like clinics, hospital
beds, homes, schools, colleges and
training institutes, jobs, social secur-
ity, rural banks, piped water and po-
licemen — as the absolute size of our
population increases.

It is not just about numbers, of
course. What matters is how these
additional numbers are distributed —
by age, gender, education, income,
marital status, geography, and so on.
And we are still potentially at the
peak of at least one of these distribu-
tions — that by age. Thanks to falling
birth rates and only slowly rising
longevity, we have this ‘window of
opportunity’ or ‘demographic di-

vidend’ during which the working-
age population as a proportion of the
total population is large enough in
principle to supply many of these ad-
ditional resources. 

That advantage will begin to erode
soon enough. Worse, even now,
some of it is merely notional — we
have a large number of young people
but we do not have the skills or jobs
for this to translate linearly into lar-
ger economic output. Indeed, what
we might have instead is a translation
into poorer social output as the
rising per capita frustrations of life
feed into antisocial behaviour — my
euphemism for the ghastly outbreaks
of amoral and immoral mob violence
that it seems can be instigated at a
moment’s notice these days.

Second, our population size and
growth require us to reflect more
deeply on the implications of this
size and growth for development.
Are we exceeding our carrying capa-
city nationally and globally? Are the
rising population densities increas-
ing the spread of infection through
too much close contact between
people? Are we using up water and
forests and energy faster than we can
replenish them? 

These are important questions,
but get neglected by well-meaning
researchers who, rightly, fear that

any uncomfortable findings will
quickly translate into a call for
policies that penalise the weakest
and the most vulnerable members of
society and increase the already vast
controls on women’s bodies. We see
this fear being justified in several offi-
cial attempts to clamp down on the
fertility of the poor or otherwise
marginalised, Assam being the latest
example of this kind of crude intru-
sion into private decisions. An even
more horrifying recent example
comes from the coercion and cal-
lousness that resulted in the deaths
of several women in sterilisation
camps in Chhattisgarh in 2014.

What our research needs is a bet-
ter understanding of what popula-
tion growth does to resources given
the vast disparities in consumption
between the rich (and usually low-
fertility) and the poor (and high-fer-
tility) populations. Second, it needs
to publicise better the non-coercive
and much more effective interven-
tions that we know lead to falls in fer-
tility everywhere — girls’ education
and women’s easy access to volun-
tary contraception in particular. As
more women get educated, several
of the economic and social reasons
for wanting many children begin to
seem less important and it organic-
ally results in fewer births if the

means to achieve this are known and
available. 

The third prong of interest in pop-
ulation and population growth
comes from the dangerous competi-
tion for power and strength that pits
different groups increasingly against
one another in India today. This tra-
gic competition plays out in some
gruesome ways, of course; but it is
also fuels a medieval belief that
power lies merely in numbers. This
quest for power means each group
seeks to increase its own numbers
and decrease those of ‘others’; short
of genocide, the latter cannot be eas-
ily done by deliberately increasing
the death rate; so the other arm of
population growth, births, is tar-
geted. And we thus have the spec-
tacle, for example, of presumably
celibate and childless religious lead-
ers of all hues (male as well as fe-
male, it appears in the case of
Hindus) exhorting their followers to
step up childbearing while con-
demning the unbridled reproduction
of the ‘other’ side. In a world run by
knowledge and technology, not only
is this a foolish way to gain advant-
age, it again shifts the responsibility
for group power on to women’s ex-
hausted bodies, their own desires
and health be damned.

Denial of agency to women
We are not alone in this attitude. This
reasoning lay behind the denial of
contraception and abortion to
‘Aryan’ women in Nazi Germany
even as pregnancies in others were
often forcibly aborted; it lies in the
recent call by the President of Turkey
to Turkish immigrants in the West to
multiply more rapidly; it explains the
rash of incentives many European
and East Asian countries now offer to
women to have a second or third
child to delay the inevitable fall in
population numbers in these coun-
tries as long as they refuse to coun-
tenance immigration to replenish
their labour forces.

All these are poor examples for In-
dia to follow, for ethical reasons and
because they more often than not
boomerang. What women need is
the right to make their own child-
bearing decisions and to have the in-
formation and services to make these
decisions wisely and well. If this truly
happens, the ‘population’ question
will take care of itself.

Alaka M. Basu, a professor in the department
of development sociology at Cornell
University, is currently senior fellow, United
Nations Foundation

A nuanced understanding of the population question is vital

Reading between the numbers

Alaka M. Basu
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My first substantive interaction with Naresh
Chandra was in 1993 when he was Senior Ad-
viser dealing with the aftermath of Ayodhya,
in Prime Minister P.V. Narasimha Rao’s of-
fice, after a distinguished career in the civil
service spanning 36 years, during which he
had served as Chief Secretary of Rajasthan,
Union Secretary for Water Resources, De-
fence and Home and finally as Cabinet Sec-
retary. I was Director in the Ministry of Ex-
ternal Affairs heading the newly created
Disarmament & International Security Af-
fairs Division. The Chemical Weapons Con-
vention (CWC) had been concluded after
long negotiations lasting nearly a decade and
India was among the original signatory coun-
tries. I had put up a note to Foreign Secret-
ary J.N. Dixit spelling out the obligations that
the CWC would entail for different ministries
and the chemical industry. To my surprise,
he asked me to brief the Senior Adviser in
the Prime Minister’s Office.

Chandra’s table had no papers or files
other than a newspaper with a half-finished
crossword. He listened patiently and asked a
few pertinent questions. The reason for his
involvement soon became clear when four
years later in 1997, India publicly acknow-
ledged that it had pursued an active chem-
ical weapons programme and was now plan-
ning to destroy its arsenal and dismantle the
programme as required by the CWC. The
inter-ministerial coordination that I had
been pushing for automatically fell into
place.

As I got up to leave, he asked about the
state of play regarding the Comprehensive
Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) negotiations in
Geneva, another of the subjects I was look-
ing after. After listening, he said, “Let me
know if there are any major developments.
Just call my office and come over.” I began
briefing him periodically thereafter.

In the second half of 1995, as the CTBT ne-
gotiations were moving into a decisive phase,
Rao set up a small group into which I was in-
ducted. Chandra coordinated it and others
included R. Chidambaram (Secretary of the
Department of Atomic Energy), A.P.J. Abdul
Kalam (Secretary, Defence Research and De-
velopment Organisation) and Deepak Bho-
jwani (Private Secretary to PM). By this time,
he was Governor in Gujarat and would fly
down for the meetings. Chandra’s work and
involvement with India’s nuclear pro-
gramme, including during this period, is
now well-known.

In 1996, he was appointed Ambassador to
the U.S., a position he held for nearly five
years, overseeing the most intense and pro-
ductive engagement between the two coun-
tries. His first year was marked by growing
differences on the CTBT negotiations which
the Clinton administration was pushing for;
then came India’s nuclear tests in 1998 when
the U.S. imposed sanctions followed by the
intense engagement with the 18 rounds of
talks between Deputy Secretary of State
Strobe Talbott and Foreign Minister Jaswant
Singh, together with expert-level talks.
Chandra handled it with characteristic
aplomb, appearing on TV channels, enga-
ging the Congressmen and the Senators and
addressing the think tanks.

When Alok Prasad ( Joint Secretary look-
ing after the U.S. desk) and I travelled to
Washington for talks with our counterparts,
Chandra would insist on accompanying us to
our meetings, an unforgettable gesture from
a person nearly 20 years our senior, but one
that enhanced our standing in our interac-
tions. Riding with him in the car introduced
me to crosswords, his old passion. I would
struggle with the Financial Times crossword
and he would say, “Read the clue”, followed
by “How many letters?” — and as I spoke, pat
would come the response. A postgraduate in
mathematics, his knowledge of Western liter-
ature, musicology and classics was
unparalleled.

Boardroom avatar
After returning from Washington, Chandra
took on a new avatar, as one of the most
sought-after board members in the corpor-
ate world. After I retired from government,
one day he called, “Can you take some time
out from your writing and lecturing? If so, I
want to suggest your name for a board posi-
tion in one of the companies where I am the
chairman.” I promptly agreed and thus
began a new learning. Once again, I saw the
ease with which he would employ his vast
experience and negotiating skill in the board-
room, addressing issues with a practical
common sense and a problem-solving
approach.

Chandra enjoyed the fine things of life —
his superb selection of ties, his shoes from
Church’s, good single malts, an occasional ci-
gar, all of which he shared generously, while
holding an audience spellbound as he re-
counted stories from an endless repertoire.

Naresh Chandra was large man, larger
than life for he lived it to the full. I will miss a
guide and teacher. I have pulled out my
crossword manual and dictionary which he
had presented me, for now I will have to
solve this cryptic alone.

Rakesh Sood is a former diplomat and currently
Distinguished Fellow at the Observer Research
Foundation

The man with the clues
From diplomacy to deal-making, crosswords to the
corporate world, Naresh Chandra was a problem-solver

Rakesh Sood

Owner’s
earnings 
Finance

The amount of cash that
owners can take out of a
business after all its cash
requirements have been
met. The concept of own-
er’s earnings is similar to
free cash flow, which
measures the amount of
cash a business generates
after all its reinvestment
needs — like capital ex-
penditure — have been met
successfully. Since it takes
into account all cash pay-
ments that a business must
make before it can pay its
owners, owner’s earnings
can provide a better pic-
ture of owners’ true in-
come. The term is attrib-
uted to American investor
Warren Buffet, who uses it
to arrive at the value of
businesses.
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